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DirichletFunction

fix) =(?****, 8 t, 1P,8)=1.
1. fix) is continuous on Re:

Take ER, F5 <0,72 =g ....

2. f(x) isnotcontinuous on RLR:

Take XEIR? &, 230, INEA such thatI < 2.

Let d=min(1x-)19 -> n, qEIN, p=.} >0
Consider & =d, ---

Notation. S f &sincreasing), f** ( strictly increasing)
5Wide - 1 fht/ strictly de- (



Monotone Function

Prop.f(xt, f(x) existsfor every xeIRif fiR- RR is monotone.

PA WLOG: f 4.

aim f(x-)=sup f(x').
x'xX

D Asco,ifixy -s is notan upper bound.

=>=130, f(x-r),flx's - 2

&Fd', f(x- ,f1x -d)>,fx -
lo

Combine &, &, Vssr, I do such that

d=(f(x) - c) - xtx'< d#



Prop. Amonotone function has atmostcountablyinfinitediscontinuities.

(PA) Label every discontinuityXwith (f(x), f(x+).

The setofdiscontinuities gives you a setof disjointopen intervals.

(Think aboutthe connection between open intervals and rationals in

them.)
...



Differentiation

Def:fix =to fix
Ex= x

=
2x:

iPt*x= x
=(2xth)*

*o, pick & = 3, then

(n -0) > 0 =(h) < d =((2x+i) - 2x)x =4#



MUT (Mean Value Theorem)
5:diff. a,beIR, acb. :
=ce(a,b) such thatAtta =f'(C).

8↑

I

cpts Do Rolle's This on gix1=f(x)-(x-a).Atas]:
g(a) =g(b) =f(x) =7cE(a,b), g(c) =0 ...



General MVT
5, 9:diff. 870,9(a) =g(b).

=>Ece(a,b), +1b).=g(a) - 9(b)

Pt) To show that[f(a)-f(b)].g'se) - (81a) - g(b)) · fi() =0,
we define h(x)=(f(a) - +(b)]g(x) - [9(a) - g(b)) f(x)

Since has-h(b) by Rolle's Thin, IC such thathis) =0
1.



Preview

Def Let sful be a real-valued function defined on E.

to
converges pointwisely to f if FXSE, hi fax)=f(x).

n-0

denoted asin -> f.

Def:Iffis bounded, 1951) == (f(x)

Def:We say for converges uniformly tooif
Faxo, INTO such thatUn>N, 115n-51) <3.

denoted as tof



Prop. La+(plE) =St: E tR such that-is bounded and continuous)
Then CBLE) is a metric space

with metric d1f,9) =1lf-gII.

Thi futet, to is bounded and continuous.

Then, I is bounded and continuous.

(pt)(f(x) - f(x1) =(f(x) - f(x) +(f(x) - f,13)) +1fuly) - f(x))
Since to tet, INTO such that lltn-f1l<
- is continuous -> Fs<0, Zso such that Ifw(x)-fr13)) when Ix-3d
=>(f(x) - f())+5 +5 =5. i.e. 5 is continuous.

Also, 15(x) ()fax) - f1x) +(fnx))
=>1151) =11fn-511+11fl) < M+ s =>f is bounded.

*



Thitr=5 Est) is Candy in ChlE).

15) (=5) 115n-full->liG-511+115-full- + =3 for
some n, m >N.

(=) * xGE, Ifrx-falxi)< 2, Fn,m>N
So fux) is a Cauchysequence in IR.

SinceIR is complete, fulx) -> fix) in 1. => fn -> 5 (pointwisely)
UXGE, AmIN such that (mx(X)-fixs)<E.

1 f(x) - fi(x)) -3) f(x) - tmixs(X)) +(5mx/X)-falx)), Xu>N.
12 +4 =2E

Take C =22. done. #



The There existsa continuous function on RR thatis nowhere differentiable.

EX:5, =
... 5,

+z = ... +, + tu

t= ... 5, +fz +ts

i i <Chp. 9 ofRudia)

Construction 4(X) =(x), -12x41, 4(x +2) =4(X)

Let f(x) =E(5)" 4142x)
Then t is continuous, but nowhere diff.


